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1. This paper investigates certain linear differential systems whose

solutions are required to be merely functions of bounded variation.

Subsequently the equivalence of such problems with appropriate

integral equations with Lebesgue integrals and, also, their equivalence

to certain integral equations with Stieltjes integrals is established.

This study is a generalization of differential systems with interface

conditions [ó]. For such problems the usual condition that the solu-

tion be absolutely continuous is too stringent; in fact the interface

conditions usually require a solution to have a jump discontinuity

at each interface.

Matrix notation is used extensively. The elements of a matrix A

are denoted by A a. Any analytic properties such as continuity,

bounded variation, or differentiability, postulated for a matrix are

understood to be assumed for each element separately. The inverse

of a matrix A, if it has one, is denoted by A~l.

Let 9„(7) denote the class of all nonsingular nXn matrices G which

are absolutely continuous on the real interval I, and let (Rn(I) denote

the class of all nXn matrices R which have the following properties.

d
(1.1) R'(x) = 0, (') = — > a.e. on /.

dx

(1.2) | det R(x) |   è o > 0 for some ô and for all x on I.

(1.3) J? is of bounded variation on 7.

The following theorem plays a central role in all that follows.

Theorem 1. Given annXn matrix F of bounded variation on an inter-

val I; there exist matrices GE£n(I) and i?G(R„(7) such that

(1.4) F = RG + cE

where c is a suitably chosen constant and E is the nXn identity matrix.

In fact once c is chosen there is one and only one such representa-

tion for which R(a)=E, aEI.

Definition. If F is of bounded variation on I and RE <&n(I), then

F is said to be of type Ron I if and only if R~lF is absolutely continu-

ous on I.
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The next result and its corollary are concerned with solutions F of

type R for the system

(1.5) Y' = P(x)Y,

(1.6) Y(a) = C.

Theorem 2. A necessary and sufficient condition that (1.5, 1.6) have

a solution F of type R on an interval I is that the system

(1.7) W = R-1(x)P(x)R(x)W,

(1.8) W(a) = Rr\a)C, a El,

have an absolutely continuous solution2 G on I, and in this case (1.5,

1.6) is equivalent to (1.7,1.8) under the transformation Y(x) =R(x) W(x).

If RE(Hn(/) so is Rrl; from this it follows that RrlPR is Lebesgue

integrable if P is Legesgue integrable. Using a well known theorem

[l, p. 67] establishes the following.

Corollary. A sufficient condition for the existence and uniqueness

of a solution F of type R of (1.5, 1.6) on I is that P be Lebesgue integrable

on I.

It should be noted that Theorem 2 and its corollary hold if the solu-

tion matrices are nXk.

The transformation R can be used to duplicate for solutions of

type R much of the theory of absolutely continuous solutions of

matrix differential equations. For example, by using the variation of

constants formula for the absolutely continuous solutions of

(1.9) W = R-iPRW + R-lQ,

and the Green's matrix G(x, t) for the incompatible system consisting

of (1.7) and

(1.10) [AR(a)]W(a) + [BR(b)]W(b) = 0,

one is led immediately to a corresponding variation of constants

formula for solutions of type R of

(1.11) Y' = PY + Q,

and the Green's matrix H(x, t) for the incompatible system (1.5) and

(1.12) AY(a) + BY(b) = 0;

in particular, one has

2 I.e. a solution in the "extended sense" [l, Chapter 2].
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(1.13) H(x, t) = R(x)G(x, t)Rrl(t).

Suppose P(x) is an nXn matrix which is Lebesgue integrable on

/= [a, b], and suppose for a positive integer k there are given k non-

singular nXn matrices Bi and there are given k points x¿ such that

a<Xi<Xi< ■ ■ ■ <xk<b. Let a = x0 and b = xk+i. An interface prob-

lem is to find a vector Y(x) with n components satisfying a suitable

set of boundary conditions, say

(1.14) Y(a) = Yo

or

(1.14') AY (a) + BY(b) = 0,

such that

(1.15) on each open subinterval (x,_i, x¡), Y(x) is absolutely con-

tinuous; the right and left hand limits Y(xt) and Y(xr) oí

Y(x) at x = Xi exist and satisfy

(1.16) Y(x+i) = BiY(x~), i-1, 2, •••*;

and

(1.17) Y'= PY a.e. on I.

In §3 it is shown how to construct a matrix RE(ñn(I) such that

solutions of type R of (1.14) or (1.14') and (1.17) also satisfy (1.15)
and (1.16). This construction is easily generalized to cover certain

cases with infinitely many interfaces [6, p. 60 ]. Since the solutions of

interface problems are of type R for some RE<Rn(I) it follows from

Theorem 2 that interface problems can be reduced to the study of

absolutely continuous solutions of (1.7) and suitable boundary condi-

tions.

Turning to the question of equivalent integral equations, for xEI

and y El, let Wn(7) denote the class of nXn matrices M(x, y) with

the following properties:

(1.18) As a function of x, M(x, y) is of bounded variation on I for

each y.

(1.19) There exists a 6 such that |det M(x, y)\ 3ïS>0 for each pair

(x, y).

(1.20) If x, y, z, are any three numbers on I then M(x, y)M(y, z)

= M(x, z) and M(x, x) = E.

Theorem 3. M is in class \Vn(I) if and only if there exists a matrix

V of bounded variation on I such that V~l is also of bounded variation on

I and
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(1.21) M(x, y) = V(x)V~1(y).

Let SCn(I) denote the class of harmonic matrices defined by H. S.

Wall [7, p. 160].

Lemma. M(x, y) is harmonic if and only if ME*Wn(I) and M is

continuous in x for each yEI-

Given the Stieltjes integral equation

(1.22) Z(x) = C+  f "dF(s)Z(s) (x, y E I),

where Z and C are «XI matrices and F is an nXn matrix which is

continuous and of bounded variation on /. Wall has shown that there

exists a unique harmonic matrix M(x, y) satisfying the equation

(1.23) M(x, y) = E+ f dF(s)M(s, y) (x, yEI),

and that the unique solution of (1.22) is given by Z(x) = M(x, y)C.

Theorem 4. There exists an i?£(R„(/) such that the integral equation

(1.23) with Stieltjes integral is equivalent to

(1.24) 4>(x, y) = R(x)R~1(y) + j *' R(x)Sr1(s)P(s)H', y)ds,

where P= F' and the integral is in the sense of Lebesgue.

Here equivalence means that if M(x, y) is a solution of (1.23), and

if yp(x, y) is a solution of (1.24) then

M(x, y) s $(x, y).

Since the Stieltjes integral in (1.23) may not exist if M(x, y) is

not continuous in x, it is necessary that R(x) be continuous if

(1.24) is to be equivalent to (1.23). But (1.24) has a solution \f/(x, y)

even if R(x) is not continuous and \p(x, y) is a fundamental matrix

of type R for equation (1.5). J. S. MacNerney [3; 4; 5] and T. H.

Hildebrandt [2] have extended the results of Wall permitting more

general integrals in (1.23) than the Stieltjes integral. However, so long

as M(x, y) is in class W„(7), (1.24) provides an equivalent equation

with Lebesgue integration to these generalizations of (1.23).

2. Proof of Theorem 1. If F is of bounded variation on I then:

(a) F is bounded and Lebesgue integrable on I,

(b) given p > 0 there exists a constant c such that
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0 < p g I det(F - cE)\  < oo for all x on I,

(c)   F' exists almost everywhere on I and is Lebesgue integrable.

It follows from (b) that (F — cE)~x exists and is of bounded varia-

tion on I; hence by (a), (F—cE)~x is bounded and Lebesgue integra-

ble.
Clearly (F—cE)~lF' is Lebesgue integrable; therefore, by a well

known existence theorem [l, p. 67] there exists a unique absolutely

continuous fundamental matrix <P(x) such that almost everywhere

on I

$' + [(F - cE)-lF']<S> = 0,

$(a) = (F(a) - cE)-\ a EL

Let

G-1 = $    and    R = (F - cE)G~l;

then obviously

F = (F - cE)G~1G + cE = RG + cE.

It is easy to check that R, G, and cE have the desired properties.

This completes the proof of Theorem 1.

Remark 1. If F=RG-\-cE and A is any nonsingular constant

matrix, then clearly F = RAA~lG+cE, and the matrix RAE<&n(I)

and A~lGÇzÇ}n(I) so the representation of Fis not unique. However,

if for a given c it is required that R satisfy the initial condition R(a)

= E, aEI, then this representation is unique.

Remark 2. Obviously if det F is bounded away from zero then c

can be taken to be zero.

Remark 3. It is well known that if/is a function of bounded varia-

tion on I then/can be expressed as the sum of a function h(x) which

is absolutely continuous on I and a function s(x) which is of bounded

variation and has a derivative s'(x)=0 a.e. on I. In the one by one

case this fact can be used to give an elementary proof of Theorem 1.

If / is of bounded variation on / then there exists a constant c such

that f(x)+c>0 on /. Hence /(x)+c = exp [ln(/(x)+c)]. Since

ln(/(x)+c) is of bounded variation, it follows that ln(/(x)+c)

~g(x)-r-rix) where g is absolutely continuous on I and r{x) is of

bounded variation and r'(x) = 0 a.e. on /. Hence fix) + c

= exp r(x) exp g(x). Clearly, exp r(x) is in 6U(7) and exp g(x) is in

gi(J). This establishes the theorem for the case »= 1.

3. Interface problems. Let 5¿ be the step function defined by
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(E,        a ^x < Xi,
Si(x) = \' -     ^   '      (i - 1, 2, • • •, k)

\Bi,       Xi s x íS b,

and let R be defined by

(3.1) R(x) = Sk(x)Sk-i(x) ■ ■ ■ S2(x)Si(x).

Clearly for R defined by (3.1) RESin(I). It easily follows that a

solution of the interface problem (1.14, 1.16, 1.17) is the solution of

type R of (1.14, 1.17). By Theorem 2 the interface problem is reduced

to finding the absolutely continuous solution of (1.7, 1.8) with R as

defined above. If R and R are considered equivalent if R = R except

possibly at x = Xi (i=l, • ■ ■ , k), then the solution of the interface

problem (1.14, 1.16, 1.17) is unique.

With R defined by (3.1) and Va fundamental matrix of type R of

(1.17) the solution of the interface problem (1.11, 1.14, 1.16) is given

by

(3.2) Y(x) = V(x)V~\a)Y(a) + f V(x)V'i(s)Q(s)ds

and the solution of the interface problem (1.11, 1.14', 1.16) is given by

(3.3) Y(x) = f H(x,t)Q(t)dt

where H(x, t) is defined by (1.13).

4. Equivalent integral systems.

Proof of Theorem 3. Suppose that aEI and ME*Wn(I)- Then

by (1.18), V(x) = M(x, a) is of bounded variation on / and (1.19)

implies V-1 is also of bounded variation on I. But (1.20) implies

V~l(x) = M(a, x) and V(x) V~l(y) = M(x, a)M(a, y) = M(x, y).

Suppose V and V~l are of bounded variation on /. Let M(x, y)

= V(x) V~l(y). Clearly If satisfies (1.18, 1.19, 1.20); hence MG%v„(i).
Let 3C„(7) denote the class of «X» matrices M(x, y) which satisfy

(1.18,1.20) and which are continuous on Jin each variable separately.

H. S. Wall calls these matrices harmonic.

Proof of Lemma. Let M(x, y) satisfy (1.18, 1.20) and note that by

(1.20) and properties of determinants

det M(x, y) = det M(x, a) det M (a, y) = det V(x) det V~l(y).

If M(x, y) is continuous in x, then V(x) is continuous. By (1.20) V~l

exists on I and is therefore continuous. Thus M(x, y)E3£n(I). Now

since V(x) and V~l(y) are continuous and nonsingular det V(x) and
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det V~1iy) are both different from zero on I and in fact bounded

away from zero. Hence (1.19) is satisfied and 3C„(7) CWn(7). This

completes the proof.

If Mix, y)E'WniI), then by Theorem 3 there exists a V such that

Mix, y) — Vix) V^iy). Since V is of bounded variation on I by Theo-

rem 1 there exist i?£(R„(/) and G£g„(7) such that V = RG. Then
V-l = G-'R-land

(4.1) Mix, y) = Rix)Gix)G-\y)Rrliy).

Proof of Theorem 4. If Mix, y) is a solution of (1.23), Mix, y) is

harmonic [7, Theorem 1, p. 160] and a.e. on 7

— Mix, y) - - F'Mix, y) (* £ J, y G /).

Let P=F'. Since if is harmonic MGW»^) and can be written as

in (4.1). Hence for each y on 7 A7(x, y) is a solution of type R on 7

of the system

(4.2) F'(x) = - Pix)Yix),

(4.3) F(y) = E.

But by Theorem 2 solving this system is equivalent to finding the

absolutely continuous solution W of

(4.4) W'ix) = - Rrlix)Pix)Rix)Wix),

(4.5) Wiy) = R-'iy)

and multiplying on the left by i?(x). It is well known that an integral

equation equivalent to (4.4, 4.5) is

(4.6) W(x, y) = R-'iy) + j     - R~1is)Pis)Ris)Wis, y)ds.
J y

Let ypix, y)=Rix)Wix, y). Then ^(x, y) satisfies (1.24); that is,

fix, y) = Rix)R~1iy) + j ''R(x)R-K*)P(*)Ks, y)ds.

In fact Mix, y)=\pix, y), (x£7, y ET).
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ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR OF THE SOLUTIONS OF
NONLINEAR DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

T. F. BRIDGLAND, JR.

I. Of considerable significance for the stability analysis of signal

transmission systems is the relation between the boundedness and

asymptotic behavior of the solutions of the linear differential equa-

tion

(1) ^ = A(t)y + p(t)
dt

and of the solutions of the nonlinear equation

dz
(2) —= A(t)z + *(z;t).

dt

Several results on this relationship have been obtained by Perron

[l], Bellman [2], Coddington and Levinson [3] and others. The re-

sults of the present note—which we state after suitable restriction of

(1) and (2)—are further theorems on this relationship.

In (1) and (2) we suppose that the »X« matrix A(t) has elements

which are real-valued, continuous and bounded for t^0 while p(t),

<t>(z; t) are «-vectors with the former having elements which are real-

valued and continuous for i^0 and the latter having elements which

are real-valued and continuous for all r^0 and all zEV, where V is

some neighborhood of z = 0 in the space of «-tuples of real numbers.
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